Explore is a digital content delivery service that benefits everyone. Learners have access to more on day one. Institutions save money and get up and running quickly.

Curated Collections

Exploration starts here

The way we access content has changed. Learners expect experiences that are personalised and offer on-demand access to a wide selection of content. Explore’s affordable, user-friendly platform gives you the tools you need to unlock curated collections for today’s learners.
Why Explore?

Modernise the way learners consume content

Offer curated collections of content from multiple providers at the same price.

Deliver content flexibly and securely.

Drive affordability for course materials.

Provide access to Bookshelf, the world’s #1 digital content platform, anytime, anywhere.

Delight learners with a familiar model that’s easy to use.

How it Works

A self-service solution to create and distribute collections

Explore in Three Easy Steps

Curate: Work with us to create content sets of any size, drawing from the world’s largest digital education library delivered through Bookshelf.

Distribute: Learners discover and consume content as they need it, where they need it, and when they need it.

Make data-driven decisions: Use analytics to continuously improve your collection and build deeper relationships with your learners.
Revolutionary Search

A game-changer for studying and writing

Our cutting-edge search algorithm allows users to pull relevant hits, even with an accidental typo or partial word. Explore can search keywords across 10,000+ titles, so users can find the content that’s most valuable to them instantly. Plus, Explore’s search “learns” and improves over time. The more a user searches and uses content, the better the results.

Personalised Recommendations

Identify content based on user behaviour and enrich the learner experience

Must Read: A top title for the user based on browsing history.

See What’s Trending: Popular learning resources available within a given collection.

Top Picks for You: Content personalised to what a user is reading.

Recently Added: New titles that keep learners up-to-date on the latest releases.

Top Subjects Viewed: Based on a user’s interests, new swimlanes will populate as more content is consumed.
Explore limitless learning

For Learners | Provide a personalised, subscription-based experience, on day one.

For Course Designers | Simplify selection with access to a vast collection of content.

For Data Analysts | Make informed decisions to continuously improve and refine collections.

For Institutions | Build an affordable, end-to-end, do it yourself solution for content curation and delivery.
Our Partners | VitalSource helps our partners scale and manage the complex technologies that deliver amazing learning experiences.

Our Portfolio | Get courses and content in front of learners quickly and easily, access meaningful data and insights, and solve for accessibility, security, and affordability.

Global Reach | 120 VitalSource network access points and operation centres ensure that millions of learners across 241 countries can access courses and content anytime, anywhere.

Technology that Works | The VitalSource software model deploys upgrades, new features, and bug fixes with zero downtime. Our uptime figures are unprecedented: 99.9% for online and 100% for installed native apps.

VitalSource makes it easy to evolve and thrive in a digital-first world

Learn more about each solution at get.vitalsource.com

Acrobatiq • Bookshelf • Explore • Launch
Take the leap.

Schedule a demo:
get.vitalsource.com